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Heterogeneous proximity graph, Gdisk(r(p))(P), is distance and
connection type dependent.
I Describes the heterogenous network topology in compact form.

 pi − pj 6 Rc pi, pj both sensing agents
(pi, pj) ∈ EGdisk(r(p)) (P) if

pi − pj 6 Rrc pi or pj is a relay agent.

Given the fact that the dynamics of pi are at least stabilizable
implies that there exists a static control law u(t) = −Kx(t) such that
the closed loop system is asymptotically stable, i.e.,
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Our goal is to develop
connectivity constraints for a
heterogeneous sensor network
made up of sensing agents and
mobile communication relays.
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lim x(t) = gpi .

t→∞

By definition gpi ∈ Υdhs (pi, P) which implies that
∀q ∈ P\{pi} s.t.

2

< Rrc,

q − gpi

2

< Rc ,

if q is a relay agent and
∀q ∈ P\{pi} s.t.

Search and rescue scenarios where only an ad-hoc type network
can be utilized.
I Target detection situations where information exchange between
agents is critical to mission completion.
I Hazardous contaminations when situational awareness is needed
for fast and effective response.
I Large search area where short communication ranges among
agents inhibits parallel search of the entire space.
I

if q is a sensing agent. Hence pi at position gpi at time time t2 is
connected with all pj ∈ P that it was connected to at time t1.

Centroidal Heterogeneous Motion Constraint Set Configurations
By construction, the centroid C∗i of each agents motion constraint
set (MCSi) lives in the interior of its motion constraint set.
Therefore by setting C∗i as the goal point for each agent
i, ∀i = 1, . . . , n + m, then the heterogeneous team should remain
connected when each goal point is reached by the respective
agents.
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Autonomous agents (UGVs & UAVs)
ẋi = Axi + Bui.
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q − gpi
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Relay/Sensor Connections

Relay/Relay Connections

Environmental sensing capabilities
Sensing Radius → Rs
I Communication Range
Sensing agents → Rc
Relay agents→ Rrc
Rrc > Rc
I Communication range denotes the range of uplink and downlink
I Mobile relay agents are better equipped for communication than
sensing agents
I Convex area Q with boundary ∂Q
I

Assume l < l1 6 Rrc, l2 6 Rc
I Weighting Factor,


ξ1 = RRrcc + δ1 with δ1 > 0
I
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Consider two agents, one agent i located at position pi and one
agent j located at position pj such that ||pi − pj||2 6 Rrc, Rc. Then the
connectivity constraint set of agent i with respect to agent j are,
(Relay/Sensor)
pi + pj Rrc
Υdrs (pi, pj) = B̄(
, ).
2
2
(Relay/Relay)
pi + pj Rrc
Υdrr (pi, pj) = B̄(
, ).
2
2
(Sensor/Sensor)
pi + pj Rc
Υdss (pi, pj) = B̄(
, ).
2
2

Assume l, l1, l2 < Rrc, l1 < l2 < l

I Weighting Factor, ξ2 =
l
I

Allows for directing the flow of information within the network.
I Gives flexibility to allow for specific network topologies.
I
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Computing the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the Gdisk(r(p))(P)
graph and utilizing connection weights, ξ1, ξ2, we obtain a
minimally connected subgraph.

The final configuration is reasonable since by design the algorithm
tries to keep each agent “equidistant” from agents it shares a
communication link with. Since only sensor/sensor connections
were weighted for this simulation and due to the networks initial
configuration we end up with this uniform mix of relay/sensor links.
However this is not always the case.
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Consider a group of agents containing both sensing and relay
agents located at P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn+m}. Then the connectivity
constraint set of relay agent i with respect to all other agents in the
group is,
Υdhr (pi, P) = {x ∈ Υdrr (pi, pj)|q ∈ P\{pi} s.t. kq − pik2 6 Rrc}.

(2)

Minimizing the number of links each agent has to account for
allows for larger connectivity sets. This minimized topology leads
to larger feasible motion sets for sensing agents.

T 1
Given a relay agent, pi, such that it is at least stabilizable and
having a motion constraint set as defined in (2). If pi takes a goal
point gpi ∈ Υdhr (pi, P) at time t1, then pi will be connected with all
agents at time t2 that it was connected with at t1 when it reaches gpi .
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Consider a group of agents containing both sensing and relay
agents located at P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn+m}. Then the connectivity
constraint set of a sensor agent i with respect to all other agents in
the group is,
(3)
Υdhs (pi, P) = Λss ∩ Λsr.

C
Derived motion constraints sets that guarantee network
connectivity
I Showed how to minimize communication links to enable larger
connectivity sets
I Presented a technique for weighting connections which allows for
shaping the flow of information over the heterogeneous sensor
network
I

Given the fact that the dynamics of pi are at least stabilizable
implies that there exists a static control law u(t) = −Kx(t) such that
the closed loop system is asymptotically stable, i.e.,
lim x(t) = gpi .

t→∞

By definition gpi ∈ Υdhr (pi, P) which implies that
∀q ∈ P\{pi} s.t.

q − gpi

2

< Rrc,

hence pi at position gpi at time time t2 is connected with all pj ∈ P
that it was connected to at time t1.


T 2
Given a sensing agent, pi, such that it is at least stabilizable and
having a motion constraint set as defined in (3). If pi takes a goal
point gpi ∈ Υdhs (pi, P) at time t1, then pi will be connected with all
agents at time t2 that it was connected with at t1 when it reaches gpi .

http://marhes.ece.unm.edu/index.php/MARHES

Ad-hoc network consisting of three XBee wireless RF modules
were used to communicate sensing data between robots
I Vicon Motion Capture System is used for agent localization
I Two sensing agents and a single mobile relay agent
I Sensing agents take measurements of light intensity
I Relay agent keeps the sensing agents connected and also relays
realtime sensing information to a base station over a WiFi
connection.
I

F W
Apply connectivity constraints to a prioritized search of an area
I Investigation of the robustness of the network to node failure
I Changing the geometry of communication range to better reflect
real-world data
I
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